TI-253

RV ENTRY DOOR SEAL REPLACEMENT
DOORS

Purpose
This document provides the steps to replace the seal around the inner frame core of the entry door.
Moving parts can pinch, crush or cut. Keep clear and use caution.

Resources Required
• Cordless or Electric Drill or Screw Gun
• Appropriate Drive Bit

Installation
Note: The part number for the Entry Door Rubber Seal is 250947. LCI recommends ordering at least 10' no
matter the door size. This should be a sufficient amount to change the seal around the inner frame
of an entry door.
1.
2.
3.

There are 3 screws installed by LCI through the top leaf of the top hinge. Remove the 3 screws
(Fig. 1A).
Pull the top leaf of the top hinge away from the core of the door (Fig. 2A).
Cut the seal straight across from the center screw hole (Fig. 3A).
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4.
5.

Remove the old seal across the top of the door and down the latch side of the door.
Pull the paper backing off the new seal and adhere it to the inner frame. Make sure to keep the end
cuts straight and the 2 ends tight.

Note: Make sure the seal is oriented in the correct direction. The flat section must be oriented toward the
center of the door. The raised rib section (Fig. 4A) must be oriented toward the outside edge of the
door.
6.
7.
8.

Cut the seal flush to the bottom of the door on the latch side of the door.
Swing the hinge (Fig. 3A) back over the seam in the seal.
Install the 3 screws (Fig. 2A) back through the top hinge. Make sure to not strip the screws.
Fig. 4
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As a supplier of components to the RV industry, safety, education and customer satisfaction are our primary concerns. Should you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at (574) 537-8900 or by email at customerservice@lci1.com. Self-help tips,
technical documents, product videos and a training class schedule are available at www.lci1.com or by downloading the MyLCI app.
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